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In this article I draw on the two-level game approach to analyze the in
fluence of domestic politics on US-China trade disputes in alternative
energy, especially in solar energy. Isuggest that the difficulty Washing
ton faces in getting China to address market access barriers in alterna
tive energy needs to be viewed in light of both the coalitional dynamics
in the United States resulting from the specific bilateral trade and in
vestment relationship in this sector and Beijing's willingness to use in
dustrial policy to foster economic competitiveness in nascent industries.
Specifically, as China occupies the middle of the supply chain in the
solar industry, both downstream users of low-cost Chinese imports and
exporters of upstream products to China have voiced strong concerns
about US trade action. Such domestic opposition, coupled with the im
portance of industrial policy for defending the country's long-term in
terests in a "strategic emerging" sector such as alternative energy,
substantially constrains Washington's ability to influence Chinese poli
cies. Keywords: United States, China, trade disputes, renewable en
ergy, solar energy, TRIMs, domestic politics, two-level games

IN THIS ARTICLE I DRAW ON THE TWO-LEVEL GAME APPROACH TO ANALYZE

the influence ofdomestic politics on US-China trade disputes in alterna
tive energy, especially in solar energy. I suggest that the difficulty Wash
ington faces in getting China to address market access barriers in
alternative energy needs to be viewed in light ofboth the coalitional dy
namics in the United States resulting from the specific bilateral trade and
investment relationship in this sector and Beijing's willingness to use in
dustrial policy to foster economic competitiveness in nascent industries.
Specifically, as China occupies the middle ofthe supply chain in the solar
industry, both downstream users of low-cost Chinese imports and ex
porters ofupstream products to China have voiced strong concerns about
US trade action. Such domestic opposition, coupled with the importance
of industrial policy for defending the country's long-term interests in a
"strategic emerging" sector such as alternative energy, substantially con
strains Washington's ability to influence Chinese policies.
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China's rapid export growth in recent years has generated height
ened tensions in its trade relations with the United States, leading both
to more industry-initiated trade cases and more frequent resort to the dis
pute settlement mechanism (DSM) of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) to address its market access concerns. This article examines
Washington's efforts to address Beijing's compliance with its commit
ments to the Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures (TRIMs)
in alternative energy, especially in solar energy. I argue that while the
US government and industry have evinced no less intense concerns with
Chinese practices in solar energy than in other TRIMs-related sectors
such as wind power, it has achieved the least success in eliciting positive
Chinese response in this sector.

I further draw on the two-level game approach to develop a frame
work for understanding the above pattern, suggesting that the degree to
which the relevant actors in the United States are united in support ofan
aggressive market opening strategy and the degree to which the Chinese
leadership and other relevant actors are strongly in favor of defending
the alleged market access barriers play an important role in explaining the
case outcome. Washington's effort to open the Chinese market is least
likely to generate the desired outcome when domestic business groups in
the United States are divided over the trade policy and when the Chi
nese leadership has demonstrated intense resolve in defending the prob
lematic policies, especially in sectors in which the scale ofexisting policy
commitment has rendered policy changes difficult.

Applying the above framework to US-China trade disputes in solar
energy, I suggest that the difficulty faced by the United States in getting
China to modify its practices in the solar industry needs to be viewed in
light ofboth the coalitional dynamics in the United States resulting from
the unique nature ofthe bilateral trade and investment relationship in this
sector and Beijing's willingness to use industrial policy to foster eco
nomic competitiveness in nascent industries. Specifically, as China oc
cupies the middle of the supply chain in the solar industry, both
downstream users who rely on low-cost Chinese imports and businesses
that export upstream products to the Chinese market have voiced strong
concerns about US efforts to impose trade restrictions against China. Fur
thermore, growing Chinese investment in the US solar industry has led
US subsidiaries of Chinese solar companies to join the debate in oppo
sition against the trade restrictions. Such domestic resistance, reinforced
by the importance of industrial policy for defending the country's long
term interests in a "strategic emerging" sector, especially one in which
prior government investment has generated substantial current "sunk
costs," has substantially constrained Washington's ability to influence
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Chinese policies. While the US industry has mainly chosen to express its
trade concerns through administered forms of trade protection such as
antidumping (AD) and countervailing duties (CVD) in the solar case, it
is inappropriate to view these measures as purely neutral administrative
processes because Congress writes the rules about them in a way that re
flects its policy interests. My research findings therefore hold, regard
less of the venue of dispute initiation chosen by US industry.

Insights from the Two-Level Game Approach
I draw on the two-level game literature to analyze the influence of do
mestic politics on US-China trade disputes in alternative energy, espe
cially in solar energy. The two-level game literature emphasizes the
importance of domestic politics for international bargaining strategies
(e.g., Evans, Jacobson, and Putnam 1993; Odell 1993). A country's
market opening strategy will be more successful if the relevant domes
tic actors are united in support of such a strategy. Conversely, foreign
threats of trade retaliation will be less effective if domestic interest
groups in the target country are uniformly opposed to market liberal
ization or if there exists strong pressure against policy changes in the
target country.

In considering the intensity of pressure against the status quo in the
specific target country that is the focus of this study, China, I adopt a ra
tionalist, leader-oriented cost-benefit framework that emphasizes both
the tangible and intangible economic and political interests underlying
the calculations of top elites that influence China's foreign economic pol
icy (see Keohane 1988; Harsanyi 1969; Hasenclever, Mayer, and Rit
tberger 2000; Martin and Simmons 1998; Hudson and Vore 1995). In
analyzing the policy preferences ofdomestic actors toward international
cooperation, the leader cost-benefit framework utilized in this study
stresses how, in spite of the proliferation of societal interests and their
growing ability to influence the decisionmaking process in an authoritar
ian regime such as China, top elites are nevertheless uniquely positioned
to defend the country's economic interests, including industrial policies
(see Blanchard and Ripsman 2008). As top elites in China seek to en
hance the country's economic and technological competitiveness, pro
mote further market liberalization, and boost long-term economic growth
potential (e.g., Blanchard 2013; Wang 2005; Shih 2004), it is reasonable
to expect that they will continue to use the instruments at their disposal
to influence China's foreign economic relations in ways that enhance the
country's wealth and power as well as influence in global economic gov
ernance.
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The above insights should lead us to expect Washington's efforts
to influence Chinese policy to be most effective when they enjoy the
support of key domestic groups in the United States and when the Chi
nese leadership and other relevant domestic actors have weak commit
ment to the alleged trade barriers (upper right cell in Table I).
Conversely, US trade initiatives should induce the least concessions
when domestic actors in the United States are divided over the negoti
ation strategy and when the relevant domestic actors in China are
strongly united in defense of the alleged trade barriers (lower left cells).
Cases combining a high level of domestic unity in the United States
and a high level of unified domestic support for the problematic trade
policies in China (upper left cell) or a low level of domestic unity in the
United States and a relative lack of Chinese interest in protecting the
sector in question (lower right cell) should yield intermediate out
comes. The US-China trade disputes over solar energy should fall into
the lower left cell both because of the substantial division among do
mestic interest groups in the United States arising from the unique mar
ket structure in this sector and the difficulty the Chinese government at
both the central and local levels faces in making policy adjustments in
"strategic emerging" industries, particularly one in which it has made
a substantial commitment such as solar.

Before proceeding, a few caveats are in order. First, in considering
the Chinese leadership's resolve in defending the industry under consid
eration, I examine both the degree to which an industry is considered to
be a strategic industry ofvital importance to the country's long-term eco
nomic well-being and the degree to which the government has incurred
substantial "sunk costs" in the form ofprior investment and other policy
commitments. This is because even though two industries are of equal

Table 1 Hypothesized Effect of Domestic Politics on the Effectiveness of
Market Opening Pressure

Level of Commitment to the Alleged Trade Barriers in China

High Low

Domestic Unity High Intermediate outcomes Most concessions

in the United States Low Least concessions Intermediate outcomes
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strategic importance, it is reasonable to expect that the leadership would
be less likely to make the necessary policy concessions in a sector where
the scale ofexisting commitment would have substantially increased the
costs of a major policy reversal. Thus the Chinese government made
fewer concessions in solar than in wind power because of the substantial
support that the government at both the central and local levels has pro
vided to the solar industry during the period under consideration. While
the wind industry has received substantial government support in the
past, such distant sunk costs seem less salient to policymakers than cur
rent sunk costs such as those associated with the solar industry.

Second, in terms of the indicators of the political situations in the
two countries that I use in the analysis, the above argument calls for an
in-depth analysis of the preferences and lobbying activities of the main
affected interest groups in the United States. While Chinese politics is
less transparent, the rationalist, leader cost-benefit framework outlined
above calls for a detailed and careful examination of the priority the gov
ernment attaches to the industry as reflected both in the government's
policy pronouncements and documents and in the actual evolution of its
industrial policy in the sector( s) under consideration. Given the key role
ofthe central government in shaping China's industrial policy, the analy
sis will necessarily devote the most attention to the preferences of the
central government. But in view of the growing ability of subnational
actors and sectoral interests to influence China's economic policy, it will
also take into account the role of local government and industry associ
ations in influencing the case outcome.

Third, in measuring the extent of Chinese resistance to US trade
pressure, I emphasize not only the degree to which the Chinese govern
ment has undertaken retaliatory measures in response to US trade restric
tions but also the amount of time it took for China to address US concerns
as well as the degree to which the Chinese leadership has made concrete
policy changes in response to US pressure. Thus the Chinese leadership
would be considered to be most resistant to market opening moves in the
solar case both because Beijing has responded to US tariffrestrictions by
initiating its own investigations and WTO complaint and because the
issue has frequently resurfaced in US-China trade relations and remains
an active concern of the US government and industry. While the United
States successfully imposed trade restrictions on Chinese imports, this
does not necessarily mean that it has succeeded in altering the basic mar
ket fundamentals. Furthermore, even though the Chinese government
has made some concessions to the United States in the solar case because
it eventually shifted focus from solar exports to emphasize domestic con-
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sumption, that shift came mainly as a result of the bankruptcies and fi
nancial difficulties faced by domestic firms instead of tensions in the bi
lateral trade relationship. US trade pressure played at best a secondary
role in the observed policy changes. I

Fourth, it should be pointed out that domestic industries in the United
States have multiple channels through which to influence Chinese pol
icy. In addition to filing a petition under Section 301 of the 1974 Trade
Act that may eventually result in WTO litigation, an industry also has
the option of pursuing administered trade protection based on the Tariff
Act of 1930 by filing antidumping or countervailing duty investigations
with the Department ofCommerce. And these two processes are not mu
tually exclusive. It is important to note that I do not focus solely on
AD/CVD investigations, nor is my main argument necessarily premised
on the dispute's going through one dispute settlement channel or another.
While AD/CVD investigations typically involve an automatic investiga
tive process on the US side that is apolitical and does not involve any bi
lateral negotiations, the repeated emergence ofan issue (such as Chinese
subsidies in the solar case) nevertheless provides an indication of per
sistent US concerns in a given issue area. The extensive coverage the
solar case has received in the media effectively sent a signal to the Chi
nese that they would face additional punitive tariffs unless measures are
taken to address the alleged market barriers. By increasing the economic
costs Chinese leaders face for refusing to make the necessary policy ad
justments and raising the specter ofWTO litigation on this issue, the fre
quent resort to AD/CVD investigations may therefore implicitly affect
the costs for the Chinese to continue to hold onto the status quo. Indeed,
addressing excess capacity in the solar industry is increasingly at the
forefront of the agenda of the US-China negotiations such as those car
ried out under the framework of the Joint Commission on Commerce
and Trade (JCCT).2The solar disputes thus have the potential to affect the
overall trajectory ofUS-China bilateral economic cooperation as well as
the political environment in which Chinese decisionmakers operate. Ad
ditionally, while the solar trade case can be judged as a success in that the
main petitioner in this case, Solar World, received the tariffs it was seek
ing, the long-term market impact of the tariffs remains questionable due
in large part to the political dynamics outlined in this article.

Finally, in examining the extent of China's policy adjustments, I
focus on those policies that are either prohibited by or potentially action
able under the WTO. While there is yet no unified consensus in the trade
policy community as to how to distinguish infant industry policies that
are not necessarily distortionary from those policies that simply provide
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an unfair advantage to domestic producers, the WTO does have rules for
disciplining the use of trade-distorting measures. With respect to subsi
dies that are most frequently used in the renewable energy sector, the
WTO's Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM)
specifically prohibits subsidies that are designed to distort international
trade, such as those that require recipients to meet certain export targets
or to use domestic instead of imported goods. The SCM additionally al
lows the complaining country to impose countervailing duties on certain
actionable subsidies if it can show that the subsidy has an adverse effect
on its interests.' While the United States has challenged China's prohib
ited subsidies, such as export or local content subsidies at the WTO, it has
also sought to address actionable subsidies such as the provision of dis
counted land and electricity, low-interest loans, and tax reduction through
its domestic legal remedies (Hong and Huang 2014; Chen and Tu 2013).
Consequently both types of subsidies and related remedies will receive
some attention in the following analysis.

China's Rapid Ascent in the Global Solar Industry
China's rapid ascent in the global solar industry provides the broad back
drop for understanding rising US-China trade tensions in this sector. Chi
nese manufacturers entered the global solar equipment market in 2004
when demand for such products experienced significant increases world
wide, in particular in Europe. Government support, along with the coun
try's low labor costs; massive supply chains; lax labor, safety, health, and
environmental standards, played an important role in propelling the rapid
expansion of China's solar production (Hart 2012). In particular, as the
Chinese government targeted the solar panel manufacturing industry as
part of its stimulus plan in the aftermath of the 2008 global financial cri
sis, private investment followed. Major Chinese solar companies such
as Suntech, LDK Solar, and Yingli Solar all quickly entered the market
and borrowed extensively. Growing global corporate and household de
mand for solar photovoltaic (PV) panels resulting from both environ
mental concerns and generous government subsidies in the European
Union and the United States further fueled the growth in renewable en
ergy production in China.

As a result of the confluence of market supply and demand condi
tions and the ability of Chinese enterprises to price products competi
tively, China had become the leading producer of solar cells in the world
by 2007 and the largest producer ofsolar panels by 2008. Figure 1, which
presents China's rapid ascendance to dominance in the global solar PV
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Figure 1 China's Swift Ascendance to Global Solar Photovoltaics
Market Dominance, 2000-2012
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market, shows that the country has been able to increase its share of the
global market from just 15 percent in 2006 to almost halfby 2010 (Hart
2012). Its solar module manufacturing capacity further grew from less
than 5 gigawatts (GW) in 2007 to about 40 GW in 2011, more than dou
ble the total manufacturing capacity in the rest of the world (Parker
2012).

However, the rapid expansion of China's solar manufacturing ca
pacity quickly outpaced both domestic and global demand for solar mod
ule installations. Total global demand for solar module installations was
only less than 5 GW in 2007, rising to about 30 GW by 2012, with the
rest of the world accounting for most ofthis increase. China's solar mod
ule supply glut resulting from overinvestment thus directly threatened
the viability of solar companies elsewhere in the world, leading US com
panies such as Solyndra and Evergreen Solar to declare bankruptcy
(Parker 2012). China's swift ascendance to dominance in the global solar
PV market and the competitive pressure it exerted on solar manufactur
ers in the United States thus set the stage for the US trade challenges
against China.
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Rising US-China Tensions in Renewable Energy
China's emergence as a major player in the global clean energy industry
has captured considerable external attention in recent years. In Decem
ber 2010, the United States requested WTO consultations (DS 419) with
China on the grounds that certain Chinese measures providing grants,
funds, or rewards to enterprises manufacturing wind power equipment
were "contingent on the use ofdomestic over imported goods" and there
fore violated Chinese commitments to the Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures (SCM agreement)." WTO consultations led
China to quickly agree to take actions to revoke the legal measure that
created the Special Fund Program in July 2011(USTR 2011).5

However, China's relatively swift concessions in the wind power
case by no means signaled the end of bilateral tensions in the green tech
sector. In March 2012, following four months of investigations, the Com
merce Department imposed countervailing duties on Chinese manufac
turers of solar cells on the grounds that they had continued to receive
subsidies from the Chinese government. Four months later, the United
States moved to impose antidumping measures on Chinese solar panels
in a separate investigation (Politi and Lerner 2012). US tariffs in tum led
Beijing to respond by launching its own investigations into six clean
energy products in five US states that had allegedly received illegal sup
port from the US government, in addition to filing a WTO complaint
against US countervailing duties on a range ofChinese products, includ
ing solar panels (Mufson 2012). In December 2013, one of the key pro
ponents of punitive tariffs against China, SolarWorld, filed another
antidumping and countervailing duty petition aimed at imports of solar
products from China. In December 2014 the Commerce Department is
sued the final ruling that Chinese manufacturers had unfairly benefited
from government subsidies and imposed antidumping duties ranging
from 26.71 percent to 78.42 percent on most solar panels imported from
China and antisubsidy duties of 27.64 percent to 49.79 percent on Chi
nese modules (Cardwell 2014).

It should be noted that US solar manufacturers have chosen to ad
dress their trade concerns primarily through domestic legal trade reme
dies instead of WTO litigation." However,the fact that Beijing has
engaged in tit-for-tat retaliation suggests that it does not necessarily view
AD/CVD actions in isolation from the broad bilateral trade relationship
in this sector. It is also important to note that despite opposing efforts
from both downstream and upstream producers described below, solar
manufacturers succeeded in initiating the case because they were able to
make a strong argument to the authorities about the importance of import
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protection in a strategically important industry such as renewable energy.
It also subsequently gained positive rulings because the designation of
China as a nonmarket economy in AD/CVD investigations has lessened
the burden for US industry to provide evidence of injury from Chinese
competition.'

While the United States has sought to address its concerns with Chi
nese practices in both the solar and wind power sectors through multiple
channels, it seems to have been less successful in influencing Chinese
policy in solar than in wind power. To be sure, AD/CVD investigations
are rather technical processes that are targeted presumably at firm be
havior. While they are not necessarily intended to influence Chinese pol
icy, the frequent use of retaliatory measures and the resurfacing of the
issue in the bilateral trade policy agenda suggest that the trade barriers
and practices in the solar industry remain an ongoing and active concern
to US business interests and that the Chinese government has not been
very forthcoming in addressing the alleged trade barriers."

US-China trade disputes in the wind power industry seem to be more
muted by comparison. The United States did impose antidumping and
countervailing duties on utility-scale wind towers from China to offset
the effect ofsubsidies provided by the Chinese government in December
2012, but bilateral trade disputes have been far less frequent in this sec
tor. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the policy adjustments Beijing did
make in the solar sector resulted primarily from domestic considerations
instead ofexternal pressure. Overall, while the United States has exerted
considerable pressure on China to end its alleged violations in solar en
ergy through both WTO litigation and other trade policy instruments, it
continues to face an uphill battle in getting Beijing to address these con
cerns as a relatively large number of potentially TRIMs-noncompliant
policies with significant negative commercial implications for the United
States remain.

Explaining the Ineffectiveness of US Trade Policy
over Solar Energy
This section argues that the ineffectiveness ofUS trade policy in solar en
ergy can be explained by domestic dynamics in both countries. First, the
market structure in renewable energy, especially in the solar industry,
has given rise to coalitional dynamics in the United States that rendered
the US position less credible to the Chinese. Second, alternative energy
represents a pillar or strategic industry for Beijing whereby industrial
policy is viewed as a key instrument for fostering the country's indige-
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nous high-tech industries, promoting exports, and enhancing the prospect
of long-term economic growth. This was further reinforced by the par
ticularly strong support the Chinese government has provided to the solar
industry in relation to other renewable energy sectors such as wind at the
time ofthe trade disputes and consequently the far more significant costs
that would be incurred if China were to scale back its policy commit
ment. The strategic importance of the solar industry, along with the sig
nificant sunk costs the government has incurred through prior support,
therefore reduced the Chinese leadership's incentives for concessions.

Market Structure and the Cohesiveness of the US Position
The rapid growth of trade and investment relationships between China
and the United States in solar energy has substantially increased the de
pendence of some segments of the US solar industry on Chinese prod
ucts. As a result, a broad coalition consisting of downstream installers,
companies that sell solar manufacturing equipment and other upstream
products, and US subsidiaries of Chinese solar companies who have
gained increasing foothold in the US market has emerged to counter solar
manufacturers' push for punitive trade sanctions.

Importantly, US-based solar manufacturers who directly compete
with Chinese imports strongly supported efforts to impose trade restric
tions against China. For example, solar module manufacturers such as
SolarWorld Industries America, the largest manufacturer of crystalline
silicon PV cells in the United States, and Helios Solar Works alleged that
the use of dumping and illegal subsidies by the Chinese government has
resulted in the artificial suppression ofsolar panel export prices by a mar
gin of at least 100 percent. As cheap Chinese exports played an impor
tant role in the 50 percent drop in solar panel prices in 2011 that eroded
profit margins worldwide, import tariffs on Chinese products could po
tentially halt or even reverse this trend and increase profit margins for US
manufacturers, in addition to helping to create a more level playing field
in the US market (Hart and Gordon 2012). Other major US producers of
solar cells and panels, represented by the Coalition for American Solar
Manufacturing (CASM), further attributed industry plight-including
considerable cutbacks or downsizing as well as the bankruptcies of a
number of US companies-to the subsidies and other forms of support
the Chinese government provided to the solar industry,"

It should be noted though that the solar value chain consists ofmul
tiple players, including both upstream players that engage in research
and development, product manufacturing, and distribution as well as
downstream players such as installers and companies that distribute prod-
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ucts directly to consumers. Indeed, businesses that provide supporting
equipment to solar panels such as steel structures and cables and services
such as installation and maintenance comprise more than halfof the solar
value chain (Lu 2012). These downstream installers have therefore
voiced strong concerns about the costs that increased solar panel prices
would inflict on their services.

For example, solar panel installers such as SunEdison, Q.Cells, and
Standard Solar consistently opposed the investigation on the grounds that
it would result in higher panel prices in the United States, thus lowering
rates of installation and threatening up to 60,000 jobs in the United States.
For example, Jigar Shah, founder of SunEdison, stated that while the US
move "is a relatively positive outcome for the U.S. solar industry and its
100,000 employees, ... tariffs large and small will hurt American jobs
and prolong our world's reliance on fossil fuels." Similarly, the vice pres
ident of SunEdison stated that "by increasing the price of modules and
therefore the price of solar energy, these tariffs will undermine the suc
cess of the U.S. solar industry and reduce the ability of solar energy to
compete with electricity generated from fossil fuel" (O'Tooley 2012).
The chief executive officer of Q.Cells further suggested that the issue
was broader than panel prices and raised the challenge for the United
States to "stay focused on providing reliable, predictable and sustainable
energy solutions for utilities and other customers" (Cams 2012).

Concerned that import tariffs would erode their profit margins, slow
industry growth across the value chain, and further increase the difficulty
for solar energy to compete with traditional fossil fuels, the solar instal
lation firms have coalesced around the Coalition for Affordable Solar
Energy (CASE) to counter the claims made by solar panel manufactur
ers. The coalition argued that imposing high import tariffs on Chinese
made solar panels would eliminate thousands of jobs in that sector and
threaten to drive the US solar installation industry, which accounted for
52 percent of all US solar industry jobs, out of existence (Bradsher and
Cardwell 2012; Hart and Gordon 2012). In defending its claims, the
CASE cited a research report prepared by the Brattle Group showing that
a 50-100 percent tariffwould lead to "net consumer losses" ranging from
$621 million to $2.6 billion and job losses of up to 60,000 over the fol
lowing three years. The likely Chinese retaliation would additionally cost
11,000 jobs within a year. Furthermore, imposing tariffs of either level
would likely result in 25-30 percent increases in module prices, thus
dampening end demand for PV systems from an estimated 4.9 GW in
the absence oftariffs to 3.16 to 3.35 GW (Berkman, Cameron, and Chang
2012).
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In addition to opposition from downstream installers, companies that
sell solar manufacturing equipment and other upstream products such as
polysilicon to China have also expressed strong concerns about the tar
iffs due to the potential negative impact that Chinese retaliation may exert
on their exports to the Chinese market. For example, leading US suppli
ers of polysilicon and other key solar materials such as Dow Coming
Corporation and Hemlock Semiconductor Group issued a statement high
lighting the impact that a potential trade war over solar module produc
tion could have on both nations' economies and on the global viability of
the solar industry. According to the statement, the United States exported
$5.6 billion in solar-related products in 20 I0, including approximately
$400 million in net exports to China. The sharp drop in solar panel prices
has not only generated significant benefits for consumers but has also
encouraged the development of large-scale photovoltaic projects that
benefit both the economy and the environment. Resolving the dispute
through an adversarial confrontation would therefore impede the ability
of both countries to capitalize on the lower prices made possible by
healthy competition between global manufacturers. 10While far less vocal
than the installers, opposition from these exporters further reinforced the
arguments made by the installers, thus undercutting US ability to send a
unified message to the Chinese.

Further complicating the story was China's growing investment in
renewable energy in the United States. According to a World Resources
Institute report, Chinese companies have made at least 124 investments
in solar and wind industries in thirty-three countries between 2002 and
2011, especially in solar PV power plant and wind farm development.
As the largest destination of these investments, the United States was the
host of twenty-four solar projects and eight wind projects (Tan et al.
2013). Favorable macroeconomic conditions, the government's policy
and financial support, and industry conditions have been considered as
key factors that pushed Chinese companies to invest abroad. China's
leading solar manufacturing companies, such as Suntech, Trina Solar,
and Yingli Solar, are also its leading overseas investors. The growing
presence ofChinese solar manufacturers in the US market thus lent to ad
ditional dissenting voices in the solar trade dispute.

For example, Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA), which in
cluded US subsidiaries of Chinese solar manufacturers and US compa
nies that sell raw materials and factory equipment to Chinese makers of
solar panels, weighed in on the side of the installers and exporters. One
SEIA member company, Suntech Power, which was owned by China's
industry giant Suntech,voiced strong opposition to trade actions against
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China. As Suntech ships solar cells from China to the United States,
where the cells are bolted together in Arizona for final delivery, the com
pany made strong public statements that the trade restrictions would "not
only put thousands ofjobs at risk," but would also "inhibit solar technol
ogy's ability to compete against traditional forms of electricity genera
tion" (Bradsher 2011). SEIA subsequently played a leading role in
seeking a compromise solution to the solar trade dispute.

The substantial opposition to the trade action expressed by a wide
range of actors in the United States thus reduced the need for Beijing to
modify its practices. Indeed, following Beijing's decision to launch in
vestigations into US clean-energy projects, the chief executives of four
major Chinese solar power equipment producers reportedly stated at a
news conference that they "had allies to fight Washington's allegations"
as the Chinese industry is beneficial to the United States. The Chinese
manufacturers suggested that not only are US companies major suppli
ers to the Chinese industry, US consumers also "benefit from the lower
prices that result from the industry's concentration and competitiveness"
(Areddy and Ma 2012). While the solar panel case took place outside the
WTO framework, the above discussion suggests that the Chinese did not
lose sight ofthe dissention within the US solar industry resulting from the
linkages that China's inexpensive solar panel exports may have created
with other parts of the US solar industry. Knowledge of such fissures
within US politics derived from media reports and other news outlets
thus reduced Beijing's willingness to align its policy with that preferred
by the United States.

Renewable Energy as a Strategic Emerging Industry in China
Further reinforcing domestic divisions in the United States is the fact
that as one of the strategic emerging industries with significant implica
tions for the country's long-term economic growth, the renewable en
ergy industry has received considerable support from the Chinese
government. The central government in Beijing viewed industrial pol
icy as a useful way both to sustain the viable development ofthe solar in
dustry in the context of stiff international competition and to promote
the country's transition to a low-carbon economy." The substantial in
vestment that both the central and local governments have injected into
solar development further raised the costs for Beijing to back out of its
existing policy. In addition, the policy preferences of the central govern
ment on such a strategic issue are in fundamental alignment with those
of the local governments and the industry, thus substantially reducing
Beijing's willingness to make the desired policy concessions.
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The Role of the Central Government in
Solar Industry Development
The Chinese government has played an indispensable role in shaping
solar industry development. Chinese leaders saw renewable energy as a
critical strategic opportunity not only because of the energy bottlenecks
they faced at home but also because the United States is lagging behind
in renewable energy development. Central government support was seen
as crucial for China to close the relatively narrow gap in this sector, claim
its spot as the next global technology leader, and realize the long-term
goal of transitioning from a low-cost manufacturer to an economy led
by higher-value-added technological innovation (USCC 2010; Hart
2011). The continued reduction in the cost of solar-generated electricity
in comparison with the rising costs of fossil fuel, the greater sustainabil
ity and marginal environmental impact of solar energy, as well as solar
energy's wide range ofperceived benefits to the rest of the economy fur
ther enhanced the attractiveness of using industrial, trade, and technol
ogy policy to promote industry development.

In view of the strategic importance ofthe solar industry, the Chinese
government has adopted several key policy instruments to promote solar
industry development, including technology transfer requirements, local
content demands, the provisions of readily available credit at low inter
est rates, tax incentives, low rates for land and raw materials, guaranteed
price mechanisms for solar projects, and rebates on tax and interest
(USCBC 2006).

The 2006 Renewable Energy Law (REL) and the Twelfth Five-Year
Plan (FYP) set up the basic framework for renewable energy develop
ment in China. The REL established the State Council as the key agency
responsible for managing renewable energy development, spelled out the
key objective of in-country power generation, required grid enterprises
to purchase renewable energy power generated within their grid and to
provide grid connections, and provided the basic framework for tax in
centives and financial subsidies (ECJRC 2011; Su, Hui, and Tsen 2010;
Solangi et al. 2011). The Twelfth FYP unveiled in 2011 identified alter
native energy as one of seven key "strategic emerging" industries and
set the goal ofexpanding the share ofnonfossil fuels in China's total en
ergy consumption to 11.4 percent by 2015 and 15 percent by 2020
(USCC 2010).

China's 12th Five-Year Plan for the Solar Photovoltaic Industry
(Solar 12th FYP), issued in February 2012, more specifically spelled out
the goals of solar power industry development in the 2011-2015 period.
In particular, the plan emphasized the need to promote industry develop-
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ment in order to "guarantee energy supply, establish a low-carbon soci
ety, promote economic restructuring, and foster strategic emerging in
dustries. "12 To accomplish these objectives, the plan preserved
considerable discretion for the Chinese government and allowed it to in
tervene extensively in the operations of individual solar companies
through industrial plans and other policy directives." In addition, the
Solar 12th FYP called for substantial government subsidies to support a
strategic emerging industry such as solar, set out the goal of further in
ternationalizing the solar industry as part of China's going abroad strat
egy, emphasized the need to promote and support national champions,
and provided the Chinese government with considerable authority over
various aspects of solar industry development. 14

The Golden Sun program, unveiled in 2009 to spearhead the con
struction of solar farms, provides a good illustration of the generous sub
sidies provided by the government to the solar industry. Under the
program, the Chinese government would pay for half of solar-farm de
velopers' costs based not so much on how much electricity a solar farm
produces but on how much a developer spends on a solar farm. In De
cember 2012, the government announced a second phase of the program
aimed at installing a total of2.835 GW ofsolar projects across the coun
try (Feng 2012).

Overall, even though government support has resulted in consider
able irrationalities, 15 the wide range of public policies initiated by the
Chinese government, including loans, direct subsidies, tax rebates, land
grants, and support for research and development made possible by the
2006 REL and the Twelfth Five-Year Plan, have constituted a significant
driving force behind rapid industry expansion.

The Role of Local Government and Industry Associations
Local governments have similarly been instrumental in fostering solar
industry development. Strong backing by the central government, cou
pled with the solar industry's potentially important role in generating a
high rate ofreturn and hence in boosting the local economy, has led many
local governments to follow suit by targeting the solar industry for sup
port during the Twelfth FYP and offering tax breaks and subsidies in a
competitive drive to attract investment and develop solar manufacturing
parks. As a result of readily available credit, the city of Wuxi, home to
the solar giant Suntech, has invested so heavily in solar farms that it
quickly became a major center of solar manufacturing in China. Sun
tech, in particular, has undergone such rapid expansion in a short span of
a few years that the company has not only gone public on the New York
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Stock Exchange in 2005 but has also surpassed Japan's Sharp Corp. to
become the world's largest solar panel maker, spurring public offerings
by other Chinese solar firms. The euphoria surrounding China's solar
manufacturing boom in the early years of the industry's expansion gen
erated a herd effect, prompting local officials and big banks to continue
to inject easy credit into the industry, fueling further industry expansion
(Ball 2013).

It should be noted that under the so-called Wuxi Model that has
become popular across the country, local governments provided not
only easy financing but also land and electricity at deeply discounted
rates as well as assistance with hiring and infrastructure development.
As the solar industry can both generate a high rate of gross domestic
product (GDP) growth and be considered to be environmentally
friendly, local government officials whose promotion prospect has in
creasingly come to hinge on their ability to promote rapid economic
growth have identified the solar industry as a strategic industry of the
future. At the peak of solar industry development, more than 300 cities
across the country have proposed to make the solar industry a future
pillar industry. Many of them have developed large-scale solar indus
trial parks or even solar cities with ambitious production goals. 16 Over
all, even though the symbiotic relationship between the government
and industry has resulted in the capture of local government revenues
by leading solar firms'? and the encouragement of highly polluting in
dustrial activities, local government intervention to foster the condi
tions necessary for promoting the growth of an infant industry has
become indispensable to early industry expansion.

Compared to the relatively dominant role of the central and local
governments in promoting rapid industry growth, solar industry associ
ations have been far less effective in championing the goals of industry
development. There are several industry associations that are actively in
volved in advocating key industry objectives and coordinating the activ
ities of member firms, including China New Energy Chamber of
Commerce (CNECC), China Renewable Industry Association (CHN
REIA), China Photovoltaic Society (CPVS), and the China Photovoltaic
Industry Alliance (CPIA). In addition to these national-level industry as
sociations, there also exist hundreds of industry associations at the sub
national level. However, none of these associations has the power or
authority to effectively influence and coordinate the activities of mem
ber firms. The fact that the solar industry is relatively fragmented, with
the top ten companies accounting for only 50-60 percent of the market
share, along with the financial difficulties experienced by the major firms
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in the events leading up to the solar trade disputes, has made it difficult
for industry associations to be vocal advocates of industry interests (Jiang
2013).

The relative weakness of industry associations meant that instead of
playing a proactive role in responding to the US AD and CVD investi
gations, solar industry associations have let the China Chamber ofCom
merce for Import and Export of Machinery and Electronics Products
(CCCME) under the auspice of the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM)
take the lead in coordinating the investigations (Jiang 2013). The relative
fragmentation of solar industry associations has given rise to calls for
consolidation and at the same time elevated the importance of the gov
ernment in shaping China's response to the US trade challenge.

Rapid Industry Expansion Leading to Overcapacity and
Excessive Reliance on the Export Market
In part because ofgovernment support and low entry barriers," fueled by
the anticipation of future robust growth and rising global demand, China
had overtaken the United States as the most attractive country for renew
able energy investment by 2010 (Perkowski 2012). However, the rapid
development of China's solar industry has also led to overcapacity and
excessive reliance on the overseas export market as described previously.
The skyrocketing global panel production resulting from the entry of
Chinese firms not only caused a series of bankruptcies in the United
States but also led prices to plunge in the global market. 19 This in tum fed
the bankruptcies ofChinese firms and contributed to the solar industry's
considerable financial problems. From 2011 to 2012, the number ofChi
nese PV enterprises decreased by more than half, from 262 to 112. By
2012 up to 90 percent of Chinese polysilicon makers had halted produc
tion and 80 percent of Chinese solar panel producers were either shut
down or had to sharply reduce output." By 2012 China's ten largest solar
panel companies had a cumulative debt of $27.7 billion. Their average
debt ratio, or the share of debt in total assets, reached an alarming level
of 75.8 percent. Global overcapacity and the fierce price war even led
Suntech to declare bankruptcy after defaulting on a $541 million bond
payment in 2013. 2 1 Soon after Suntech's fall, the Bank ofChina reported
that 21 percent of its solar loans were nonperforming or near default and
that it had set aside only enough money to cover 11 percent of the bad
loans. However, even as more than halfof the PV enterprises have exited
the market, China's PV generation capacity still reached 45 GW, or 700
percent of the 2009 level. 22
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Chinese Government Response to the Solar Dispute
When confronted with US trade challenges, the Chinese government has
chosen to provide continued support to the industry in order to enhance
its long-term sustainability rather than make the necessary policy adjust
ments to avoid even more costly trade restrictions in the future. Far from
abandoning an industry exhibiting the paradoxes ofgovernment support,
as Beijing's decision to allow one of the companies involved in this case
to go bankrupt would seem to indicate, Beijing has adopted a number of
measures in order to help the companies stay afloat.

Domestically, the Chinese government resorted to policies that
would help to bolster the solar power market. For example, it set a major
goal ofexpanding the solar energy market in order to boost domestic de
mand for solar-generated electricity. As a result of this initiative, the
newly installed capacity of energy generated by solar panels in China
surged from 0.45 GW in 2010 to 4.5 GW in 2011. The government also
set the target of creating a 10 GW domestic market in 2012 (Michelsen
2012). In addition, efforts were undertaken to alleviate bureaucratic red
tape to encourage growth. The State Grid announced a so-called Wel
come, Support, and Service initiative that involved not issuing any
charges for eligible distributed PV projects in order to reduce system
costs.

At a State Council executive meeting in December 2012, the govern
ment identified excessive reliance on overseas markets and lack of suf
ficient domestic demand as key hurdles to future industry development
and came up with five policies designed to further promote industry de
velopment, including accelerating the adjustment of industry structure
and technological development; consolidating order in the industry; ac
tively promoting the development of the domestic market for the appli
cation of solar and PV products; improving supporting policies and
market mechanisms; and scaling back government intervention and pro
hibiting local protectionism."

It is important to note that while the policies emphasized the need to
encourage market mechanisms, they also preserved a key role for the
government in shaping industry development. According to Shijiang
Wang of the CPIA Secretariat, given the relatively high cost of solar
generated electricity, the PV industry is still an infant industry that needs
considerable government support and promotion. The high production
costs also need to be addressed through multiple mechanisms, including
government subsidy, the long-term support ofbanking institutions and in
surance companies, and the industry's internal development. CPIA Gen-
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eral Secretary Bohua Wang further suggests that the development of the
PV industry depends on both "market expansion" and "cost reduction,"
a process that involves both the filtering out ofuncompetitive enterprises
on the basis of market competition and the creation of compensation
mechanisms that defray the high cost of PV production and increase the
affordability ofPV products on the domestic market." In other words, in
spite of recognition of the importance of reducing government interven
tion and fostering market forces, government support remained important
in promoting the development of the domestic market.

Local government policies toward the solar industry similarly em
phasize the importance of government regulation. In both Jiangsu and
Jiangxi provinces, which are home to giant solar manufacturers, provin
cial governments adopted new policy guidelines that set far less ambi
tious revenue goals for the solar industry and set out to provide
preferential support only to financially viable companies, accelerate
mergers and acquisitions and the closure ofuncompetitive firms, and en
courage foreign direct investment by solar companies. Importantly, al
though these guidelines made numerous references to market forces, they
allowed the government to retain considerable discretion in deciding
which companies would continue to have access to credit or enjoy pref
erential interest rates."

As the government sought to protect an industry with the potential
ofgenerating considerable revenue and given the extent ofexisting gov
ernment involvement, it was perhaps not surprising that China made few
policy adjustments in spite of repeated trade restrictions imposed by the
United States. The dominant role of the National Development and Re
form Commission (NDRC) in energy and environmental policymaking
further enhanced the ability of the central government to influence pol
icy direction in a way that is consistent with the country's long-term eco
nomic interests.

BriefComparisons of the Solarand Wind Power Cases
I provide a detailed discussion ofthe domestic dynamics of the solar case
without engaging in a full comparison ofhow this case compares to other
TRllvls-related disputes such as wind power. This section offers a brief
comparative analysis of US-China trade tensions in solar and wind
power, suggesting that neither were US domestic interests as divided nor
the resolve of the main Chinese players in defending the problematic
practices as strong in the wind power as in the solar industry, at least dur
ing the period under consideration. While the Chinese government has
also provided strong support to the wind industry for a relatively long
period of time, the solar dispute took place at a time when the focus of
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Beijing's renewable energy policy was increasingly shifting from more
established industries such as wind to newly emerging ones such as solar.
While policymakers may be more attentive to an investment of$1 billion
than $200 million, their calculation may be fundamentally altered if the
$1 billion was invested a decade ago in an industry that is increasingly
established and mature and the $200 million was invested more recently
in an industry that is still trying to establish itself as a formidable global
competitor. The more recent strategic shift in Beijing's renewable energy
policy therefore substantially reduced incentives for policy reversal.

First, while there existed some divisions within the US wind power
industry regarding the WTO case against China, such divisions were
not nearly as significant as they were in the solar case. US wind power
manufacturers were the major actors initiating the WTO filing against
China. But unlike in the solar sector where there exist a significant
number of both upstream and downstream businesses that rely on Chi
nese products, the number of US businesses that depend on Chinese
supplies is far more limited because Chinese wind power manufactur
ers' exports to the United States trail far behind their domestic sales
(Li and Wei 2012). Following the US tower dumping investigation, for
example, officials of the China Wind Energy Association reportedly
commented that the investigation will not have a big impact on the Chi
nese industry because most wind tower companies are focused on the
Chinese market (Davidson 2012). Sinovel, a leading turbine manufac
turer in China, commented that it had exported only four turbines to
the United States. While already the second-largest turbine firm in the
world by 2010, the company's export figures are still small and expan
sion into the US market remains an important priority. Furthermore,
even though growing Chinese exports and their cost-effectiveness are
increasingly undercutting the competitive position ofUS suppliers, the
US wind turbine market is still dominated by domestic companies such
as GE (Lema, Berger, and Schmitz 2013; Glader 2010). Overall, Chi
nese manufacturers' expansion in foreign, including the US, markets
has not been as impressive as in the solar industry. The continued dom
inance of US suppliers in the market means that there are relatively
few businesses in the United States that depend on Chinese supplies as
in the solar industry. As a result, US trade measures against China have
not encountered as strong resistance in the wind power as in the solar
industry. A close analysis of the US wind power industry's response to
the proposed trade measures suggests that opposing voices to trade
sanctions against China were almost nonexistent.

Second, in addition to suffering from the most serious domestic di
vide, the solar case is distinguished by intense leadership interest in pro-
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tecting the sector under consideration. While both the solar and wind
power industries can be considered as "strategic emerging" industries,
what made it especially difficult for the Chinese government to modify
its practices in the solar case was the increasingly intense support the
government provided to the solar industry in the period leading up to the
trade disputes. To be sure, the Chinese government has similarly pro
vided significant support for wind industry development.26 However, de
spite such strong support, more recent investment trends clearly
demonstrate a shift away from more mature sectors such as wind in favor
of nascent emerging industries such as solar. Under the Twelfth Five
Year Plan the government has provided considerable financial support
to solar industry development. From 2009 and 2011, the government has
invested nearly 10 billion RMB to support the development of solar proj
ects such as the Golden Sun program and other model programs. It was
estimated that state-owned banks had provided as much as $18 billion in
low-interest loans to solar cell manufacturers by 2012.27 In 2013, govern
ment investment in the solar sector amounted to $120 billion, or 44.6
percent of the country's total clean energy investment, compared to $90
billion, or 33.4 percent of the total investment in the wind sector. In 2014,
solar investment further increased to $150 billion, or 48.3 percent of total
clean energy investment. In comparison, the share of investment in wind
has remained stagnant at 32.1 percent, or $100 billion. While cumula
tive clean technology installed in the solar sector continues to lag behind
that in the wind sector, reflecting the wind industry's mature status as a
large-scale power generation source, the year-on-year percentage change
in installed capacity was 193.8 percent for the solar sector, compared to
just 19.7 percent for wind in 2013 (Koch- Weser and Meick 2015). These
data thus clearly point to the growing emphasis of the government on es
tablishing the nascent solar industry as a viable global competitor and
one of the key strategic industries of the future.

There are several reasons for the government's growing support for
the solar industry. First, the huge excessive production capacity in the
solar industry leaves greater room for the government to regulate the
market in order to absorb the excessive production and to ensure market
order. Second, as China has greater control of the key production tech
nology in the solar than in the wind industry, government support is seen
to be capable of yielding greater benefits in an industry in which China
has greater indigenous technological capacity. Along similar lines, the
more rapid technological development in the solar sector means that gov
ernment support can be more effective in reducing the cost ofproduction
and helping to achieve the goal of having 30 percent of its total energy
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requirements satisfied by renewable sources by 2050. The potential to
tap into the vast solar resources in western China, combined with consid
erations about the relative unpredictability ofwind energy resulting from
both seasonable fluctuations and regional variations further enhanced the
attractiveness of investing in the solar industry. Fourth, even though the
government under Premier Li Keqiang has tended to emphasize retreat
from economic stimulus policies, it has at the same time shown a will
ingness to shield domestic industry from foreign protectionist pressures,
especially in industries such as solar in which China has vital economic
interests." As the central government investment priority increasingly
shifted in favor of the solar industry, local governments rushed to provide
credit and discounted land and electricity to the wind power industry on
a scale that was not seen for the wind industry." The highly symbiotic re
lationship between the government and industry in the solar sector dur
ing the period under investigation therefore raised the costs of policy
adjustments when Chinese practices were being challenged by the United
States.

Conclusion
The above analysis underscores the importance of domestic politics for
understanding why solar products have repeatedly emerged as a major
point of contention in US trade relations with China. Despite the in
tense concerns the United States has expressed with Chinese practices,
Washington's trade measures have nevertheless not been effective in
generating long-term policy changes due to both divisions among do
mestic interest groups and Beijing's strong defense of a strategic
emerging industry that is increasingly receiving stronger government
support.

One potential alternative argument to the domestic politics expla
nation advanced above has to do with the different policy structure on
the Chinese side. Specifically, it may be argued that in contrast to the
wind turbine case, which involved a central government policy that
could provide a more legitimate ground for WTO complaint and may
also presumably be more easily addressed by the Chinese side to ac
commodate that complaint, the solar trade case involved multiple small,
market-distorting policy measures with considerable variation at both
the regional and sectoral levels. The relative fragmentation of the solar
market thus made it more difficult for US solar companies to pursue
their case through WTO litigation and reduced the incentive for US in
dustry to launch WTO disputes in the first place. While plausible, the
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argument that going after a single instead of multiple targets is more
likely to generate the desired result is difficult to sustain because it is
reasonable to expect that a government will be more likely to fight
fiercely over an issue that impinges significantly on either its national
interests or the interests of key domestic constituencies. Indeed, many
of the most difficult issues for WTO negotiation involve a single na
tional policy targeted at a specific sector over which there exists in
tense domestic pressure on both sides." Furthermore, even with
multiple policy levers as in the solar case, it is reasonable to expect
that some of the issues are likely to command greater attention of US
business interests and trade negotiators than others and therefore could
more easily constitute the main target of trade disputes.

Several unique features of this case merit further discussion. First,
greater attention to the strategic context of this case may be warranted.
While the solar industry is not a "strategic trade" industry in the tradi
tional sense, it has been considered by both US and Chinese leaders as
crucial to the nation's long-term goals of increasing energy security, re
ducing carbon pollution, and promoting sustained economic growth."
The strategic importance ofthe industry may therefore help us better un
derstand both the intense pressure Washington applied on this issue and
the difficulty it faced in getting Beijing to make the necessary policy ad
justments.

Second, this case suggests that a potential impediment to effective
US-China cooperation on global issues such as climate change may be
rooted in domestic politics. While both countries have sought effective
mechanisms to promote cooperation in clean energy development, pres
sure to maintain the competitive position of domestic industries may
present a major hurdle to such efforts. This case additionally reveals that
while Washington is committed to supporting the use of clean energy in
developing countries, the realization of its stated policy goals may as
well be constrained by both domestic politics and what would be consid
ered viable tools to achieve these objectives.

A couple of policy implications follow the above discussion. First,
the role of the Chinese government in fostering the development of the
solar industry described in this article raises important questions about
the relative role of the government versus that of the market in the devel
opment of a strategic industry in an emerging economy such as China.
Beijing's support for the solar industry illustrates how government in
tervention in strategic industries, in particular intervention above and be
yond what is necessary for the effective provision of the so-called social
goods, may well generate market distortions leading to major trade fric-
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tions. How to effectively balance the roles of the government and the
market to prevent market irrationalities from spilling over to China's for
eign trade relations could therefore present a major challenge to the Chi
nese government.

In addition, the above analysis highlights the challenge China faces
in balancing its internal and external demand. The solar industry has
demonstrated a high degree of reliance on export markets and foreign
technology during the course of its development, a pattern that is consis
tent with the export-oriented growth strategy that underlies China's phe
nomenal economic growth in the past three decades. However, as
excessive reliance on overseas markets could generate heightened ten
sions in China's foreign trade relations, as the US-China trade disputes
illustrate, it may be important for the Chinese government to cultivate its
domestic market and to search for other policy tools, such as the devel
opment of overseas markets, in order to ensure the sustainable develop
ment of strategic emerging industries. Such a shift would also be
consistent with China's attempt to reorient itself toward a model of eco
nomic development based on domestic consumption in the aftermath of
the 2008 global financial crisis.

Second, the industry dynamics described here have substantial im
plications for understanding the trade disputes that flared up between
China and the EU over PV products in 2013. Just as in the US-China
solar disputes, global overcapacity resulting from the rapid expansion of
the Chinese PV industry generated heightened tensions in EU-China
trade relations. If the argument about the influence of domestic politics
on US-China trade relations described in this article is valid, then we
should expect the fragmentation of the solar industry in the ED, result
ing from not only the global integration of solar manufacturing but also
the divergent policy preferences among EU member states," along with
the Chinese government's continued support for the solar industry, to
preclude an easy compromise solution to the dispute."
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17. For example, LDK Solar based in the city of Xinyu in Jiangxi province
has become a leading source of local revenue, contributing to about 95 percent
of the taxes remitted by solar PV firms in the city in the first half of
2011."Guangfu Chanye Kunqu, Difang Zhengfu Shi Zuikui Huoshou," 2012.

18. According to interviews with CPIA officials, the fact that the industry
was dominated by nonstate enterprises meant that barriers to entry were rela
tively low. In addition, the heavy subsidies provided by the United States and the
European Union to the solar industry between 2005 and 2007 resulted in high
profit margins that allowed the industry to attract a relatively large number of
new entrants. Author interview with senior CPIA official, June 28, 2013.

19. Between 2009 and 201, as Chinese production of solar panels quadru
pled, panel prices dropped by 40 percent, which in tum led to a sharp decline in
Chinese exports. According to the CPIA, in 2012 orders for Chinese PV equip
ment dropped by 80 percent compared to the previous year (Ball 2013).

20. Tang Danlu,"Suntech's Fall Rings Alarm Bell for China's Solar Industry,"
Xinhuanet, March 25, 2013. http://news .xinhuanet.comJenglish/china/2013
03/25/c_132259438.htm.

21. Ibid.
22. "Zhongguo Guangfu Chanye, HainengYinglai Chuntian Ma?" 2013.
23. "PV Industry 'Five Major Policies' to Be Implemented," 2012.
24. "Zhongguo Guangfu Chanye, Haineng Yinglai Chuntian MaT' 2013.
25. "Ge Difang Zhengfu Guangfu Zhengce Douyou Naxie Xinyi?" 2013.
26. For example, while China has agreed to eliminate prohibited subsidies

upon its entry into the WTO, it has resorted to such measures in order to bolster
the competitiveness of domestic wind power manufacturers and producers. These
measures include the so-called Chengfeng Plan, which provides subsidies for
loan interest and other preferential policies to wind power projects utilizing local
instead of imported equipment, a specialized fund to compensate for the cost of
production for domestic wind turbine producers using locally produced parts,
R&D subsidies, and the use of technology transfer requirements as a precondi
tion for doing business in China. Indeed, government investment in the wind in
dustry constituted 68 percent of the country's total clean energy investment,
compared to 13 percent for the solar industry between 2005 and 2011 (Ma 2011;
"Who's Winning the Clean Energy Race?" 2011).

27. "Zhongguo Xiang Taiyangneng Guangfu Chanye Paochu
'Jiushengquan," 2012.

28. Author interviews with anonymous Chinese officials involved in renew
able energy policymaking, December 2014.

29. Author interviews with Chinese officials and academics, October 2014.
30. For example, cases involving agricultural subsidies remain some of the

most intractable cases at the WTO due to strong protectionist pressure from pow
erful agricultural lobbies confronted by national governments.

31. See, for example, "Advancing American-Made Energy." www
.whitehouse.gov/energy/securing-american-energy (accessed June 25,2014).

32. For example, Germany and Britain have expressed concerns that the EU
China trade spat over solar PV could jeopardize ties with the EU's second-largest
trading partner ("EU, China Near Deal to Defuse Solar PV Spat," 2013).
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33. For discussions of EU industries' ongoing concerns with China's solar
policies in spite of the settlement agreement reached in July 2013, see, for ex
ample, Neidlein and Meza (2013).
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